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IntrodutionThe results presented in this paper exploit a onnetion between the follow-ing a priori loosely related problems: How do Lyapunov exponents of on-servative (sympleti or volume preserving) di�eomorphisms depend on theunderlying dynamis? How typial is it for Lyapunov exponents to vanish?We prove that Lyapunov exponents an be simultaneously ontinuous ata given di�eomorphism only if the orresponding Oseledets splitting is domi-nated or else trivial , almost everywhere.Trivial splitting means that all Lyapunov exponents are equal to zero.Domination is a property of uniform hyperboliity on the projetive bundle,whose preise de�nition will be realled in a while.As a onsequene one gets a surprising dihotomy for a residual (denseGÆ) subset of volume preserving C1 di�eomorphisms on any ompat mani-fold: the Oseledets splitting is either dominated or trivial , almost everywhere.Analogous results hold for sympleti C1 di�eomorphisms, where the on-lusion is even stronger: domination is replaed by partial hyperboliity.Moreover, there are versions of these statements for ontinuous oyleswith values in various matrix Lie groups.�To appear Annales Inst. Henri Poinar�e.yPartially supported by Faperj, CNPq-001/2000, and Pronex-Dynamial Systems.
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In the sequel we give the preise statements, and ideas of the proofs. Forthat, we begin by explaining the meaning and signi�ane of the dominationproperty. Complete proofs of these statements will appear in [4℄.Aknowledgements. We letured on these topis on several oasions.Reently, during the Workshop on Dynamial Systems held at the ICTP-Trieste in August 2001, we were able to improve our approah, resultingin substantially stronger statements. Questions asked by olleagues presentat the ICTP, espeially A Avila, B Fayad, K Khanin, J Mather, J Milnor,C G Moreira, J Palis, E Pujals, M Shishikura, Ya Sinai, F Takens, J{C Yo-oz, and L{S Young, motivated us to write this outline of the arguments,and helped improve the presentation.Lyapunov exponents1. Let f : M ! M be a C1 di�eomorphism preserving the volume � of aompat Riemannian manifold M . Oseledets theorem [11℄ states that, for�-almost every x 2M , there exists a splittingTxM = E1x � � � � � Ekx ; k = k(x) 2 N;of the tangent spae, and there exist real numbers �̂1(x) > � � � > �̂k(x) suhthat kDfn(x)vjk � en�̂j(x)kvjkfor all vj 2 Ejx and 1 � j � k, if jnj is large enough. More preisely,limn!�1 1n log kDfn(x)vjk = �̂j(x) for all vj 2 Ejx n f0g : (1)The Oseledets subspaes Ejx and the Lyapunov exponents �̂j(x) dependmeasurably on x, and they are invariant under the dynamis:�̂j(f(x)) = �̂j(x) and Ejf(x) = Df(x) � Ejx; with k(f(x)) = k(x):2. In partiular, one an always �nd m(x) 2 N suh thatkDfn(x)vik � 2 kDfn(x)vjk for all n � m(x) (2)and all norm 1 vetors vi 2 Eix and vj 2 Ejx with 1 � i < j � k. That is,iterates of Df are eventually more expanding along Eix than along Ejx, forany i < j. 2



Let us stress, however, that this is a purely asymptoti statement. Thelimit in (1) is usually not uniform on x. Correspondingly, the value of m(x)in (2) does depend on the point, in a ompliated fashion. Most important,in general it is not even possible to hoose m(�) bounded over eah orbito(x) = ff `(x) : ` 2 Zg.Domination property3. We say that the Oseledets splitting is dominated at x 2M if m(�) 2 N asin (2) may be hosen uniform over the whole orbit of x. That is, dominationat x means that there is m 2 N suh that for every iterate y = f `(x), ` 2 Z,we have kDfn(y)vik � 2 kDfn(y)vjk for all n � m (3)and all norm 1 vetors vi 2 Eiy, vj 2 Ejy, and 1 � i < j � k.More generally, we say that the Oseledets splitting is dominated over aninvariant set � if there exists m 2 N suh that (3) is satis�ed for every y 2 �,n � m, 1 � i < j � k(y), and vi, vj as before. The de�nition in the previousparagraph orresponds to the ase � = o(x), of ourse.4. Geometrially, domination is tantamount to uniform hyperboliity of thedynamis indued on the projetive bundle, i.e. the bundle of diretions inthe tangent spae. We explain this with the aid of Figure 1.From the relation (3) one easily dedues thatkDfn(y)vik �  2n=m kDfn(y)vjk for every n � 1 (4)and for all y 2 o(x), 1 � i < j � k, and norm 1 vetors vi 2 Eiy andvj 2 Ejy, where the onstant  > 0 depends only on m and f . Then, givenany y 2 o(x) and non-zero v 2 TyM , let v = v1 + � � � + vk be the splittingof v along Oseledets subspaes, and 1 � p � q � k be, respetively, smallestand largest suh that vp 6= 0 6= vq.From (4) one gets that, as n inreases to in�nity the omponent Dfn(y)vpbeomes muh larger than any other Dfn(y)vj. So, Dfn(y)v approahes thediretion of Epfn(x), exponentially fast. There is also a dual statement forlarge negative n, with p replaed by q. Clearly, for most vetors p = 1 andq = k. This means that E1 is a global hyperboli attrator and Ek is a globalhyperboli repeller for the dynamis of Df on the projetive bundle, withthe other Ej's in the role of saddles. 3
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Figure 1: Uniform projetive hyperboliity5. It is not diÆult to �nd open sets of maps whose Oseledets splittingis dominated, e.g., any small neighborhood of a linear torus automorphismwhose eigenvalues have multipliity 1 and di�erent norms. Notwithstanding,domination is really a very rigid property.For one thing, if the number k(y) and the dimensions dj(y) = dimEjyof the Oseledets subspaes are onstant on �, domination implies that thesplitting is ontinuous on �, and even admits a ontinuous extension to thelosure. In partiular, the angles between the various Oseledets subspaes arebounded from zero, uniformly over the invariant set �. Atually, this lastfat remains true even if the number or the dimensions of the subspaes arevariable. That is beause we an always partition � into a �nite number ofinvariant subsets orresponding to �xed values of k and d1; : : : ; dk.Due to this rigidity, it is often possible to exlude a priori the existeneof dominated splitting, using topologial arguments. One suh situation willappear near the end of paragraph 8, another in paragraph 18.A global piture for generi onservative maps6. Di�1�(M) denotes the spae of volume preserving C1 di�eomorphisms onM , endowed with the C1 topology. Our �rst main result isTheorem 1. For any ompat manifold M , there exists a residual subset Rof Di�1�(M) suh that, for every f 2 R, the Oseledets splitting is dominatedor else trivial, at almost every point.Later we shall explain how Theorem 1 may be derived from a statementabout ontinuity of Lyapunov exponents. Right now let us disuss the on-lusion of the theorem in more detail.4



First, let us onsider f 2 R to be ergodi. Then the number and di-mensions of the Oseledets subspaes are onstant �-almost everywhere. Thetheorem says that,� either all Lyapunov exponents vanish �-almost everywhere,� or the Oseledets splitting is dominated, also �-almost everywhere.In the latter ase, the splitting extends ontinuously to the whole manifold:the system is projetively uniformly hyperboli on M .7. In general, let O(d1; : : : ; dk) be the set of points for whih the Oseledetssplitting exists and involves k subspaes, with dimensions d1; : : : ; dk, respe-tively. In partiular O(d) denotes the set of points whose Oseledets splittingis trivial, that is, whose Lyapunov exponents are all zero.For k � 2, let Odom(d1; : : : ; dk) � O(d1; : : : ; dk) be the subset of pointswhere the Oseledets splitting is dominated. Theorem 1 says that��O(d1; : : : ; dk) n Odom(d1; : : : ; dk)� = 0for all k � 2 and any hoie of d1; : : : ; dk. Therefore,M = O(d) [ [k�2 [d1;:::;dkOdom(d1; : : : ; dk) (5)up to a zero volume set.Odom(d1; : : : ; dk) may be written as an inreasing unionOdom(d1; : : : ; dk) = 1[m=1Om(d1; : : : ; dk) (6)where eah Om(d1; : : : ; dk) orresponds to �xing the hoie of m in (3). TheOseledets splitting is ontinuous on every Om(d1; : : : ; dk), and extends on-tinuously to the losure. In general, these extensions need not oinide onthe intersetions of the losures.8. As the reader may easily hek, for area preserving di�eomorphisms onsurfaes, domination is equivalent to uniform hyperboliity (in the usualsense, no projetivisation). On the other hand, for a residual subset of C15



di�eomorphisms on any manifold 1, hyperboli sets have a sort of automatiergodiity: either they have zero volume or they oinide with the wholeambient spae.Beause of this, in dimension 2 the onlusion of Theorem 1 is simpler:Theorem 2 ([3℄, partially based on [10℄). For a residual subset of areapreserving C1 di�eomorphisms on any ompat surfae, both Lyapunov ex-ponents are zero at almost every point or else the di�eomorphism is Anosov.It would be nie to know whether this simpler piture remains true inarbitrary dimension, without assuming ergodiity:Problem 1. Is there a residual setR1 � R for whih, in the ontext of (5)-(6),either O(d) or some Om(d1; : : : ; dk) has full volume in M ?Corollary 1 below gives a partial answer, for sympleti maps.Also, existene of Anosov di�eomorphisms imposes strong topologial re-stritions on the manifold. In partiular, the seond alternative in Theorem 2is possible only if M = T2.Problem 2. Whih manifolds support di�eomorphisms having a dominatedsplitting de�ned on the whole ambient spae ?Continuity of Lyapunov exponents9. Let TxM = E1x � � � � �Ekx be the Oseledets splitting of f 2 Di�1�(M) atsome point x 2M . Let�1(x) � �2(x) � � � � � �d(x); d = dimM;be the Lyapunov exponents of f at x, ounted with multipliity: eah �̂j(x)appears exatly dj(x) = dimEjx times. Formally,�i(x) = �̂j(x) if 1 � i� �d1(x) + � � �+ dj�1(x)� � dj(x):This de�nes measurable funtions �i, 1 � i � d, over a full measure subsetof the manifold M .1This subset inludes all C2 di�eomorphisms [6℄. A orresponding statement for domi-nation is false if d > 3: there exist C1 di�eomorphisms exhibiting invariant sets supportinga dominated splitting and whose volume is neither zero nor full.6



Now we onsider the average Lyapunov exponents of a di�eomorphism f ,given by �i(f) = R �i(x)d�(x), for 1 � i � d. This de�nes funtions�i : Di�1�(M)! R; 1 � i � d:Note that �1(x) + � � �+ �d(x) = 0, beause f preserves volume. Hene,�1(f) + � � �+ �d(f) = 0 for every f 2 Di�1�(M): (7)10. Another main result, from whih we shall dedue Theorem 1, isTheorem 3. Suppose f0 2 Di�1�(M) is a ontinuity point for the mapDi�1�(M) 3 f 7! (�1(f); : : : ; �d(f)) 2 Rd :Then, at almost every point, the Oseledets splitting of f0 is either dominatedor trivial.Sympleti di�eomorphisms11. The previous results extend to the sympleti ase. LetM be a ompatmanifold of dimensional d = 2l, endowed with a sympleti form !. LetSymp1!(M) be the spae of !-preserving C1 di�eomorphisms on M . This isa losed subset of the spae Di�1�(M) of C1 di�eomorphisms that preservethe volume measure � indued by the volume form !l = ! ^ � � � ^ !.Theorem 4. Theorems 1 and 3 remain true when one replaes Di�1�(M) bySymp1!(M). Atually, in the sympleti ontext the onlusion is stronger:instead of domination one gets partial hyperboliity.The present notion of partial hyperboliity is also stronger than usual,in that the entral bundle exhibits only zero Lyapunov exponents, and thedimensions of the stable bundle and the unstable bundle are equal:12. The Oseledets splitting of a sympleti di�eomorphism has a symmetristruture: TxM = Esx � � � � � E1x � hE0x � iE�1x � � � � � E�sx7



with dimEix = dimE�ix for 1 � i � s (the dimension of E0x may be zero) andLyapunov exponents�̂s(x) > � � � > �̂1(x) > h�̂0(x) = i0 > �̂�1(x) > � � � > �̂�s(x)satisfying �̂i(x) + �̂�i(x) = 0 for 1 � i � s. LetE+x = Esx � � � � � E1x and E�x = E�1x � � � � � E�sx :We say that the Oseledets splitting is partially hyperboli at x if it isdominated at x and Df is uniformly expanding along E+ and uniformlyontrating along E�:kDf�mjE+y k � 12 and kDfmjE�y k � 12 (8)for any iterate y = f `(x), ` 2 Z, where m 2 N is uniform over the orbit of x.Proposition 1. Let f be a sympleti di�eomorphism. If the Oseledets split-ting of f is dominated at a point x then it is partially hyperboli at x.This fat was �rst observed by Ma~n�e [9℄. A proof is given in [1℄, fordimM = 4, and in [4℄, for the general ase.13. Theorem 4 has the following interesting onsequene, that extends on-lusions in paragraph 8.Corollary 1. For a residual subset of Symp1�(M), either the di�eomorphismis Anosov or almost every point exhibits some Lyapunov exponent equal tozero (with even multipliity).Indeed, for f 2 R, the set of points whose Lyapunov exponents are allnon-zero is a ountable union of hyperboli sets: the union is over the valueof m in (8). Hene, restriting to some residual R1 � R, either that set haszero measure, or the whole manifold is hyperboli for f . Reall also thatdimE0x is always an even number, in the sympleti ase.The semi-ontinuity argument14. We are going to dedue Theorem 1 from Theorem 3. For eah 1 � i � d,let �i(f) = �1(f) + � � �+ �i(f) :The relation (7) means that �d(f) � 0. Clearly, f 7! (�1(f); : : : ; �d(f)) isontinuous at f0 if and only if f 7! (�1(f); : : : ;�d�1(f)) is ontinuous at f0.8



Proposition 2. Every f 7! �i(f), 1 � i � d� 1, is upper semi-ontinuous,both on Di�1�(M) and on Symp1!(M).This proposition is proved as follows. For the largest Lyapunov exponent�1 = �1 one uses the relation�1(f) = infn�1 1n Z log kDfnk d� : (9)The in�mum of ontinuous funtions being upper semi-ontinuous, the on-lusion follows.For i � 2, one onsiders the vetor bundle V i over M whose �ber V ix isthe spae of i-forms on (TxM)�. The derivative Df indues a �bered mapDf^ i : V i ! V i, and the largest Lyapunov exponent of Df^ i is preisely�i(f) (see [8℄). Thus we have the relation orresponding to (9) for Df^ i :�i(f) = infn�1 1n Z log k(Df^ i)nk d� ; (10)and semi-ontinuity follows as before.Remark 1. A natural hoie of a norm in (10) is suh that the quantityk(Df^ i(x))nk is the supremum of the i-volume of Dfn(x)(P ) over i-parallel-epipeds P � TxM of unit i-volume. Of ourse, any other norm would workas well.Theorem 1 is now an immediate onsequene of Theorem 3, Proposi-tion 2, and the well-known fat that the set of ontinuity points of anysemi-ontinuous funtion de�ned on a Baire spae ontains a residual subset.The perturbation strategy15. The proof of Theorem 3 is quite long. Here we only give a glimpse ofthe strategy to redue Lyapunov exponents along �nite piees of orbits.Reall that the Oseledets splitting is dominated at x if ondition (3) issatis�ed. It is not hard to see that this ondition an be reformulated asfollows: There exists m 2 N suh that for every iterate y = f `(x), ` 2 Z,kDfm(y)vk � 2 kDfm(y)wk (11)for all norm 1 vetors v 2 E1y � � � � � Eiy and w 2 Ei+1y � � � � � Eky , and all1 � i � k � 1. 9



Now suppose the Oseledets splitting is not dominated, over a positivemeasure set of orbits: for some i and for arbitrarily large m there existiterates y for whih (11) does not hold. The basi idea is to take advantageof this fat to, by a small perturbation of the map, ause a vetor originallyin E1;iy = E1y � � � � � Eiy to move to Ei+1;kfm(y) = Ei+1fm(y) � � � � � Ekfm(y), thus\blending" di�erent expansion rates.PSfrag replaements
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Figure 2: Blending expansion ratesMore preisely, given a perturbation size � > 0 one hooses m suÆientlylarge with respet to �. Then for n� m one hooses a onvenient y = f `(x),with ` � n=2, where domination fails. By omposingDf with small rotationsnear, at most, m iterates of y, one auses the orbit of some v 2 E1;i to moveto Ei+1;k. See Figure 2. That is, one onstruts a perturbed map g preservingthe orbit segment fx; : : : ; fn(x)g suh that Dgn(x)v 2 Ei+1;kfn(x). As a result,it is possible to show thatk(Dg^ j(x))nk / exp hn ��j�1 + �j + �j+12 �i� exp (n�j) ;where j = dimE1;i.This loal proedure is then repeated for several points x. Using (10) anda tower argument, one proves that �j(f) drops under suh arbitrarily smallperturbations, ontraditing ontinuity.Linear oyles over transformations16. The previous methods also extend to produts of deterministi ontin-uous matries. In this setting one onsiders a measurable invertible transfor-mation f : M ! M on a ompat spae M , preserving a Borel probabilitymeasure �. The system should be aperiodi, meaning that the set of periodipoints of f should have zero �-measure. For simpliity, here we also take thesystem to be ergodi.Then one onsiders the spae of all ontinuous maps A : M ! G, where Gis a onvenient matrix group. In all that follows we may take G = SL(d;R),10



GL(d;R), Sp(d), : : : , and we may also replae R by C as the �eld of oeÆ-ients. Assoiated to eah A, one onsiders the oyleF : M � Rd !M � Rd ; F (x; v) = �f(x); A(x)v�:Note that F n(x; v) = �fn(x); An(x)v�, whereAn(x) = A(fn�1(x)) � � �A(f(x))A(x) and A�n(x) = �An(f�n(x))��1;for n � 1. As before, Oseledets splittings fxg � Rd = E1x � � � � � Ekx andLyapunov exponents�̂j(x) = limn!�1 1n log kAn(x)vjk; vj 2 Ejx n f0g;are well-de�ned �-almost everywhere.17. We prove that for a residual subset of ontinuous maps A : M ! G,either the Oseledets splitting is dominated, and hene ontinuous, over thewhole spae M , or the Lyapunov exponents are all equal (k = 1) at �-almostevery point. As before, this follows from proving that average Lyapunovexponents an be simultaneously ontinuous at some A0 only if the Oseledetssplitting of the oyle assoiated to A0 is either dominated or trivial.The onverse is also true: if the Oseledets splitting of A0 is trivial ordominated then A0 is a ontinuity point for all Lyapunov exponents. Theproof has two main ingredients. The �rst one is the robustness of dominated(or trivial) splittings: every C0 nearby map A has an invariant splitting intosubspaes with the same dimensions and uniformly lose to the Oseledetssubspaes of A0. The seond one is an semi-ontinuity argument within eahof these subspaes, to show that its Lyapunov exponents are lose to theorresponding exponents of A0.It is interesting to put this onlusion together with a theorem of Ru-elle [12℄ stating that if the Oseledets splitting of A0 is dominated, and theOseledets subspaes all have dimension 1, then the Lyapunov exponents varysmoothly with the matrix map A near A0.Oseledets subspaes of C0 generi oyles need not be 1-dimensional:Example 1. Let f : M !M have a �xed point p. Let A0 : M ! SL(3;R) beonstant, with one real and two omplex onjugate eigenvalues. Assumingthe norms of the eigenvalues are not all equal, the Oseledets splitting of A011



is the (onstant) splitting into eigenspaes, and it is dominated. Then everyA in a C0 neighborhood U of A0 admits a dominated splitting F 1�F 2, withdimF ix = i. In partiular, the Lyapunov exponents of A an not be all equal.So, for every A 2 U \ R the Oseledets splitting must be dominated, andit must be a re�nement of F 1 � F 2. Now, assuming U is suÆiently small,F 2 admits no ontinuous invariant proper subbundle. That is beause A(p)has omplex eigenvalues along F 2p . Hene, if A 2 U \ R then its Oseledetssplitting must oinide with F 1 � F 2 almost everywhere.But [5℄ shows that, for appropriate hoies of (f; �), the majority of H�olderontinuous maps A 2 U (an open dense subset, whose omplement has in�-nite odimension) do have all their Oseledets subspaes with dimension 1.18. Here is one situation where simple topologial reasons prevent the ex-istene of dominated splittings, for a whole C0 open set of oyles:Example 2. Let f : S1 ! S1 be a homeomorphism and � : S1 ! S1 be aontinuous map with non-zero degree. Let G = SL(2;R). Fix any B 2 Gand de�ne A : S1 ! G by A(x) = BR�(x), where R� is the rotation of angle�. Then the oyle assoiated to any map M ! G in a C0 neighborhood ofA admits no invariant ontinuous subbundle, let alone a dominated splitting.A simple proof goes as follows. Let �0 : S1 ! P1 be any ontinuoussetion in the real projetive spae P1, and �1 : S1 ! P1 be its push-forward:�1(x) = A�f�1(x)��0�f�1(x)� = BR�(f�1(x))�0�f�1(x)�:Then deg(�1) = 2 deg(�)+ deg(�0) (the fator 2 omes from the fat that weare onsidering maps to P1 instead of S1). This implies that �1 6= �0, hene�0 an not be invariant. These topologial arguments extend immediately toa C0 neighborhood of A.In spite of this, non-zero Lyapunov exponents may our in this setting.For example, if f is an irrational rotation, � = id, and kBk > 1 then, byHerman's subharmoniity argument ([7℄, see also [2℄), the oyle assoiatedto A has a positive exponent.Referenes[1℄ M.{C. Arnaud, The generi sympleti C1 di�eomorphisms of 4-dimensional sympleti manifolds are hyperboli, partially hyperboli, orhave a ompletely ellipti point , preprint Orsay, 2000.12
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